
A dedicated housing range
That can be customized to meet the demands of your application

Parker domnick hunter manufacture 

stainless and carbon steel pressure 

vessels that are designed to meet  

International industry standards as 

well as specific customer application 

requirements. 

A combination of highly skilled  

employees, dedicated manufacturing 

facility and nearly 50 years experience 

of supplying process industries around 

the world, Parker domnick hunter  

provide solutions that match your  

requirements for performance,  

quality and value.

Our fabrication facility manufactures 

a standard range of stainless steel 

housings to support our range of filters, 

which can be modified and adapted to 

meet any process requirements. Our 

strength is in providing a range of  

products that meet industry  

requirements and a flexibility to  

meet your own requirements.
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Manufacturing best practice

ISO9001

ISO13485

ISO14001 

Vessels built to industry standards

PED (CE)

EN / B445

EN /  286

EN / 1210

ATEX

PD5500

ASMEU

ASME BPE 

Stamp of approval

Certificate of Authorization (U stamp)

National Board Certificate of 

Authorization

American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers

Air, gas and liquid housings

Single and multi rounds

Multi housing skid systems

Dedicated industry specific range

Custom options to meet  

application needs

Silicone rubber heating jackets

Single cartridge polypropylene  

/ nylon housings
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A dedicated housing range
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HSA

 Flow efficient higher specification  
316L sanitary air and gas housing  
for applications such as in the  
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections,  
gauge port, drain and body closure as 
standard. Many other options in the 
PLUS range.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HSA PLUS ‘Z’ STYLE

 Flow efficient sanitary 316L demi air and 
gas housing for smaller scale  
applications in the Food & Beverage and 
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections, gauge 
port, drain and body closure as  
standard. Many other options in the 
PLUS range.

 ‘Z’ style single internal o-ring filter  
cartridge locations.

HBA

 Flow efficient 316L air and gas housing 
for applications such as in the Food & 
Beverage industry.

 Screwed (G¨) BSP or NPT connections, 
vent and drain as standard. Many other 
options available in the PLUS range, 
including higher specification sanitary 
design features.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HSI

 Flow efficient 316L sanitary in-line  
housing for air, gas and liquid for  
applications in the Food & Beverage and 
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections, gauge 
port and body closure as standard. Many 
other options in the PLUS range.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HSV

 Flow efficient 316L sanitary open air 
housing typically for tank venting  
applications.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections and body 
closure as standard. Many other options, 
including higher specification surface 
finishes in the PLUS range.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HSVLP

 Flow efficient 316L sanitary ‘L’ Port (side 
and base) air housing typically for tank 
venting applications.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections and body 
closure as standard. Other  
options available in the PLUS range, 
including electro-polished finish and 
integrity test sockets.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HSL

 Flow efficient 316L sanitary liquid  
housing for applications in the Food & 
Beverage and Pharmaceutical industry.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections, gauge 
port and body closure as standard.  
Many other options in the PLUS range.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style or demi TRUESEAL 
filter cartridge locations.

HIL

 Liquid 316L housing for prefiltration and 
industrial applications.

 Screwed (G¨) BSP or NPT connections, 
vent and drain as standard. Many other 
options available in the PLUS range.

 B (DOE) or D (222) style filter cartridge 
locations.

HIF

 Liquid Demi 316L housing for small 
scale applications.

 Screwed (G¨) BSP or NPT connections, 
vent and drain as standard. Many other 
options available in the PLUS range.

 ‘Z’ style single internal o-ring filter  
cartridge locations.

ZVP (PLASTIC)

 Liquid polypropylene, polycarbonate 
or nylon housing.

 Screwed (G¨) BSP connections, vent 
and drain as standard.

 B (DOE) and N or J style single  
internal o-ring filter cartridge  
locations.

For more information on Parker domnick hunter’s complete housing range, 
please contact your local Parker domnick hunter representative for a copy of the latest technical literature.

HCA

 Enhanced PLUS flow efficient Alloy 22 
(none wetted parts 316) air and gas 
housing for aggressive applications  
such as chemical synthesis in the  
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Flanged connections with screwed  
(G), BSP or NPT vent and drain and  
tri-clamp body closure as standard. 
Other options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

HCL

 Enhanced PLUS flow efficient Alloy 22 
(none wetted parts 316) liquid housing 
for aggressive applications such as 
chemical synthesis in the  
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Flanged connections with screwed (G), 
BSP or NPT vent and drain and  
tri-clamp body closure as standard. 
Other options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

HPG

 Enhanced PLUS higher pressure 316L 
air and gas housing for applications such 
as in the Food & Beverage industry.  
25 barg (363 psig) and 40 barg (580 psig) 
variants available.

 ANSI, ISO, (G”)BSP or NPT  
connections, vent and drain as  
standard. Other options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

VSLCE (MULTI)

 Multi round flow efficient 316L sanitary 
liquid housing for applications in the 
Pharmaceutical industry.

 Sanitary tri-clamp connections, gauge 
port and body closure as standard.

 Sanitary screwed integrity test / sample 
and drain connections.  
Many other options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

ZVACE (MULTI)

 Multi-round flow efficient 316L air and 
gas housing for applications such as in 
the Industrial Biotech and Food &  
Beverage industry.

 Weld end or flanged connection, screwed 
(G¨) BSP or NPT, vent and drain as  
standard. Many other options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

VISCE

 Single and 3 round flow efficient 316L 
steam housing for applications such  
as in the Industrial Biotech and  
Food & Beverage industry.

 Weld end or flanged connection, screwed 
(G¨) BSP or NPT, vent and drain as  
standard. Many other options available.

 Sanitary J (Jumbo) style filter  
cartridge locations.

VSHCE (MULTI)

 Multi-round flow efficient 316L sanitary 
liquid housing for applications in the 
Food & Beverage industry.

 Many connection options as standard. 
Sanitary tri-clamp gauge port and drain 
connections (or no drains).  Many other 
options available.

 Sanitary ‘C’ style filter cartridge  
locations.

VILCE (MULTI)

 Multi liquid 316L housing for  
prefiltration and industrial applications.

 Screwed (G¨) BSP or NPT connections, 
vent and drain as standard. Many other 
options available in the PLUS range.

 B (DOE) or D (222) style filter cartridge 
locations.

SKIDS

 Custom design - Parker domnick hunter 
offers a specialist design and fabrication 
service allowing individual customer 
system specifications to be met.

HEATING
EQUIPMENT

 Housing heating jacket system mainly for 
vent applications.

 Silicone or PTFE Glass Silk heating 
jacket with integrated control unit and 
inter-connection wiring.

 Accurate temperature control using 
PT100 temperature sensor with  
additional thermal cut out  
at 150 °C (302 °F).


